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Dear 31m, 

If you have not heard the good news by the time you get this, we 
have won whet 0 here will be a significant victory. To use the phrase you may 
recall 'I believe was incorrectly employed at the time of its fem., when, "we 
were eyeball to eyeball, they blinked". 

"They" are your old friends, the Department of Justice. 

I filed a snit against them when they fooled around for a year of so 
end didn't give me what they wanted very much not to, some of the suppressed 
evidence of the Pay case (I sent ubo the complaint). Finally, rather the face 

-.exposure in court they capithlated and I have it. I think it will domore than 
remain in my files. 

But they were not graceful end they were really Unrlessant- oni they 
treated me es though they do not like me. Being by nature, if you listen to those 
who for what.' regard as strange reasons do no like me, turn a peevish person, I 
have filed the oapers requisite to five more such actions. I am not suggesting that 
had they behoved as befits people of sensitive end proper bearing and upbringing I 
would not hove filed these actions, but I must confess there is amore complicated 
one on which I an working that would have come first. 

Save one. That one I have delayed hoping to obtain from your office 
whet it has promised for some months: I have established tie existence of N.O. 
police Intelligence Unit files on both Oswald and Ferrie. And one of the best of 
four young scholars working witu me hes just completed three weeks at tneArcniles, 
pnettime he found rewarding. However, he wee unable to pursue toe Ferris-Oswald 

angle with his customary diligence because be lacked this Information. he now 
has more, not leas interest and will be engaged in a tenacious correspondence, so 

'thesec,will,stillbe of hie,'4Orhepein time to help.you.,,If you were- to:mention 
it, possible time might he found: lorsgetting this teme.'..:During, a new aspect of 
the work upon which he was smgaged.ssiumed after.I had to abandon most of ,my 
New Orleans intereste,:14 hes proved, ee'IpteeuMS Woo told youithet,,Quiroge 
Sas a,properly,onumbered "informant who hes ih'thi:peet p*Ovided accurate informs.; 
Von". 'Which may explain hoW Arc:oche got into htm foe so much, even why he Spent 
so much time with Areadhe. Anyway, when this Archives visit was over, I saw no. 
reason to further delay the-Fertie suit; for if -it attracts attentinn  
produces some of the withheld materiel (the nature of which is easier to forecast ' 
with non-governmental information I now have, little of which would displease Au), 
it might be of value in the suit you still have pending. 

In this action.-buriiiiired the complaint. however, I have, eft.= syear 
of quiet effort, also arranged for him to poin'tbe eminent J.B.Stoner as James 
Earl Rey's counsel, so he now Oes lees time. Thus I will have to be my own lawyer 
in toe new actions. le what I regard as your best writing (on *hie., es I recall, 
we disagree), the foreword to Oswald in New Orleans, your footnote quotes what I 
tank would be very appropriate in my first waning statement. If you can have a 
cony made of it for me, I would very much like to use it. 

Ray's defense centers around one of my unprintable books. It is gain-
ciente, save for possible tehhnicalities of your trade, synergized by the lusty 
incompetence of previous counsel, to get a trial. I think we'll do it. Shduld be 
fun. Moo has the clipping from the Washington Post on the latest development. 

Beat to you all, 


